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NUM WORD DEFINITION NOTES

001  AGLU agloo (an air hole through the ice made by a seal) [n AGLUS] */s AGLU

002 ·AUGH used to express despair or frustration [interj] fhlsw/t AGHU

003  BURK· berk (a foolish person) [n BURKS] */aes BKRU

004 ·CUMS· CUM, an offensive word [v] s/* CMSU

005  CUZ a cousin (a child of one's aunt or uncle) [n CUZZES] / [n CUZES] */* CUZ

006 ·DOUT to extinguish (as a fire) [v DOUTED, DOUTING, DOUTS] */s DOTU

007 ·DUM cooked with steam [adj] */abp DMU

008  ERUV an enclosed area in which Jews are permitted to carry on activities normally forbidden 

on the Sabbath [n ERUVIM or ERUVS] */s

ERUV

009  JUDY a woman (an adult human female) [n JUDIES] */* DJUY

010  KAPU a Hawaiian set of rules for daily life [n KAPUS] */st AKPU

011  LUD a form of address to a judge in a court [n LUDS] */eos DLU

012 ·LUDO· a simple board game [n LUDOS] */s DLOU

013  LUDS· LUD, a form of address to a judge in a court [n] */* DLSU

014 ·LUN a lee (shelter from the wind) [n LUNS] */aegksty LNU

015 ·LUNS· LUN, a lee (shelter from the wind) [n] */* LNSU

016  MUNG· a round green bean [n MUNGS] */os GMNU

017  MUSO· a musician (one who performs or composes music) [n MUSOS] */s MOSU

018  MUX· to transmit several messages simultaneously along a single channel [v MUXED, MUXING, 

MUXES] */*

MUX

019  NUFF enough (a sufficient supply) [n NUFFS] s/s FFNU

020  NUG· a chunk of wood sawn from a log [n NUGS] s/s GNU

021  NUGS· NUG, a chunk of wood sawn from a log [n] s/* GNSU

022 ·OUTA· out of [prep] */* AOTU

023  PAUA a large New Zealand shellfish [n PAUAS] */s AAPU

024  PUDU· a small deer of South America [n PUDUS] */s DPUU

025  PULK· a small sled [n PULKS] */as KLPU

026  RUKH a roc (a legendary bird of prey) [n RUKHS] */s HKRU

027  RYU a school of Japanese martial arts [n RYUS] */s RUY

028  RYUS· RYU, a school of Japanese martial arts [n] */* RSUY

029  SOJU Korean vodka distilled from rice or sweet potato [n SOJUS] */s JOSU

030  SUKH· a souk (a marketplace in northern Africa and the Middle East) [n SUKHS] */s HKSU

031  SUMI· a type of black Japanese ink [n SUMIS] */s IMSU

032  SUMY· SUM, a monetary unit of Uzbekistan [n] */* MSUY

033 ·SUS to suss (to figure out or check out) [v SUSED, SUSING, SUSES] */s SSU

034  TEGU· a large lizard of South America [n TEGUS] */as EGTU

035  TROU trousers (a garment for the lower part of the body) [n] */t ORTU

036 ·TUM a person's stomach (an organ of digestion) or abdomen [n TUMS] s/ps MTU

037 ·TUMS· TUM, a person's stomach (an organ of digestion) or abdomen [n] s/* MSTU

038  TURR a murre (a diving bird) [n TURRS] */s RRTU

039  UMMA· the whole community of Muslims [n UMMAS] gs/hs AMMU

040  UMPH· oomph (spirited vigor) [n UMPHS] bh/s HMPU

041  UMS· UM, to hesitate or pause in speaking [v] bcghlmrst/* MSU

042  UNI· 1. a uniform 2. university [n UNIS] m/st INU

043  UNIS· UNI, 1. a uniform 2. university [n] m/* INSU

044  VULN to wound (to inflict an injury upon) [v VULNED, VULNING, VULNS] */s LNUV

045  WUZ was (to have actuality) [v] */* UWZ

046  YUZU a sour Japanese citrus fruit [n YUZUS] */s UUYZ
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